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ABSTRACT
1.1 Enhancing Forward Observer Training
As with training for other complex military systems,
training Forward Observers to properly deliver Indirect
Fire calls involves multiple participants and can be
expensive to coordinate. One solution to this is to
automate aspects of the Call for Fire process to enable a
human Forward Observer trainee to train anytime and
anywhere, without the need for extra participants. This
paper describes an automated Fire Direction Center,
responsible for accepting spoken Calls for Fire from a
Forward Observer trainee. In this paper, we describe the
automation aspects of the Indirect Fire training: the
motivation behind the work, the general design of the
system, the challenges we faced, and our approach in
addressing these challenges.

1.

Training Forward Observers in a live environment
presents a wide range of logistical problems. Indirect fire
missions involve a large physical area, as munitions are
typically fired at targets several hundreds or meters away.
More importantly, there is a high cost to these exercises, as
they require not only several rounds of munitions per
mission but also other participants to play other roles,
including the Fire Direction Center and the artillery
batteries.
The use of a training simulation can alleviate many of
these cost factors. Space constraints are reduced to the
physical size of the simulation system, while virtual
munitions that explode only on a computer screen
eliminate the waste and danger associated with live rounds,
and also the additional live persons required to fire them.
However, such a system does not eliminate the requirement
for other interactive participants. For example, a Fire
Direction Center (FDC) must be present to handle the
radioed calls for fire from the Forward Observer. In this
work, we address an automation of the FDC that is capable
of the following:

INTRODUCTION

As with other complex military systems, training
Forward Observers to correctly deliver Indirect Fire (IF)
calls involves multiple participants and can be expensive
to coordinate. Even when a virtual environment is rich
enough - in terms of the environmental effects (terrain,
sound, etc.) - typically other humans must still participate
to play various roles complementing the trainee.
This paper describes a virtual Fire Direction Center,
IF-Soar, responsible for accepting calls for fire (CFFs)
from a Forward Observer (FO) trainee. This work fits
within a larger training system that includes calls for
close air support via fixed wing and rotary wing aircraft,
all of which is performed in a rich, immersive virtual
environment. In this paper, we concentrate solely on the
automation aspects of the Indirect Fire training: the
motivation behind the work, the challenges we faced, and
our approach in addressing these challenges.
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•

Understanding and processing incoming CFFs

•

Producing doctrinally correct CFF acknowledgements
and other required messages

•

Reacting to errors or omissions in CFFs and
interacting with the FO to identify them

•

Implementing received CFFs in a simulated
environment

Here, the FO (named ‘jaguar01’) introduces himself to
the FDC (named ‘A3R51’) and requests the start of a fire
for effect mission. The FDC acknowledges the line and his
request (shown in bold).

1.2 Indirect Fire Background
Indirect fire is defined as any fire on a target where
the firing entity does not take direct visual aim at the
target (FM 06-30, 2001). Typically, indirect fire is
considered to be munitions from artillery weapons –
howitzers, mortars, infantry-support guns, and naval
cannons.

The FO proceeds with the second line of the CFF,
identifying the location of the mission’s target using the
MGRS grid format. The FDC again acknowledges:
“grid 5 3 3 9 4 7, over”
“grid 5 3 3 9 4 7, out”

Name
CFF
FDC
FO
IF
MTO
OTL

Call for fire
Fire direction center
Forward observer
Indirect fire
Message to observer
Observer-target line

The third line of the CFF includes several arguments,
including a description of the target and any optional
parameters for engagement. In this example, the FO
describes the target as three tanks, requests the DPICM
munition to be used, and requests the FDC to call “splash”
immediately before the impact of the first round.

Table 1. Indirect fire acronyms.
“three tanks in the open, DPICM, request splash, over”
Field artillery (typically howitzer and mortar
cannon) teams consist of three functional units – the FO,
the FDC, and the physical gun used to fire the munitions.
The FO is responsible for placing eyes on the target (or
‘spotting’), and then submitting a call for fire on that
target to the FDC. The FDC is responsible for accepting
the call for fire (CFF) from the FO, processing and
coordinating the fires in according to the parameters of
the CFF. The IF-Soar agent described here is responsible
for the roles of the FDC – accepting, processing, and
coordinating CFF information from an FO.

In the acknowledgment of this request, the FDC also
requests the FO to authenticate himself. To do this, he
creates a three-letter authentication challenge code that the
FO must decode and respond with the correct one-letter
response:
“three tanks in the open, DPICM, request splash,
authenticate FOXTROT LIMA CHARLIE, over”
“I authenticate BRAVO, out”
“good authentication, over”

1.3 FO/FDC Interaction: The Call for Fire

After the FDC acknowledges a good authentication,
the information from the CFF is used to generate the type,
quantity, and source of fires to be delivered to the target.
When these have been determined, the FDC will report all
the parameters of the mission to the FO. This report is
called the message to observer (MTO):

The primary vehicle for generating and processing
an indirect fire exercise is the call for fire (CFF). The
CFF is initiated by the FO and consists of three lines that
indicate all of the parameters to be used for the mission.
It is the responsibility of the FDC to listen to each of
these lines, verbally acknowledge them, process the
information within them, and generate an appropriate
firing mission.

“golf, DPICM, 10 rounds, target echo hotel 9 4 2 0,
over”
“golf, DPICM, 10 rounds, target echo hotel 9 4 2 0,
out”

The first line of the CFF typically includes a brief
introduction (“you this is me”) along with the type of
indirect fire mission to execute. For example, if an FO
wishes to perform a fire-for-effect mission, it would start
a CFF with the following line:

In this report, the FDC identifies the gun that will
perform the fire (named ‘golf’), the type of munition
(DPICM, as specified by the FO) and number of rounds,
and finally the internal callsign of the firing mission
(EH9420). This callsign can be used by the FO for
reference in future firing missions.

“alpha 3 romeo 5 1 this is jaguar 0 1, fire for effect,
over”
“jaguar 0 1 this is alpha 3 romeo 5 1, fire for
effect, out”
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After the MTO has been delivered, the gunner will
begin delivering rounds on the target under the direction
of the FDC. Because the FO requested a splash
confirmation, the FDC must make the following
announcement prior to the first rounds making impact on
the target:

1.4 Automation Challenges
The largest challenge faced in this work was the
development an automated FDC with a robust speech
interface. Speech interfaces themselves introduce
challenges into software development. The most successful
speech interfaces today are in very limited applications,
such as telephony or other menu-driven environments. In
the case of training systems where a trainee typically
interacts with another human on a task, all the challenges
of human-human interaction immediately come to the fore
when attempting to implement a speech interface. There
are a few dimensions to this, not least of which is the fact
that the human trainee is, in fact, undergoing training.
Despite all our good intentions and all the doctrinal rules
for how one goes about communicating in the domain, the
trainee will probably say things that are not correct, will be
more likely to pause or stammer through speech, or will
forget what to say as he or she is problem solving.

“splash, over”
“splash, out”
Typically, after the first round is fired, the FDC will
inform the FO:
“shot, over”
“shot, out”
If the FO is satisfied with the results of the firing
mission and does not require further indirect fire, he ends
the mission and breaks contact with the FDC:
“end of mission, over”
“end of mission, out”

Additionally, even for experts, there are cases of task
switching or interruption that can occur, as well as
deliberate corrections while speaking. Corrections by
themselves introduce a problem in that the entire language
is essentially arbitrarily re-entrant – that is, a speaker can
stop and perform self-correction at any point in an
utterance or a conversation. A successful speech-enabled
system must be robust to all of these phenomena.

This example illustrates a number of points relevant
to this discussion. First, there is a well-developed
structure to the dialogue whenever someone has offered
information, including acknowledgements throughout.
Second, there is a well-defined set of information
required to perform a call for fire – different mission
types require different types of information, some of
which may be supplied by the FO, some of which may be
left to the FDC to supply. (A CFF is really a request – the
FDC can fulfill the request only to the extent that there is
a suitable battery and munitions available.) Third, at a
linguistic level, we can identify the speech acts and
expectations that are used in these utterances, and use
them to develop a system that can recognize and generate
relevant content in this context.

There are a few factors that help when developing a
speech interface in this domain. Because there is a preestablished, doctrinal communication shared by the
participants, there is already an existing model from which
to develop a grammar. Military speech is designed to be
robust and unambiguous, with deliberate call-and-response
interactions, such as with required acknowledgements or
read-back of specific information. CFFs are a dialogue
between participants, and the built-in expectation for
acknowledgements and data checking add a layer of
robustness to the process. A second critical element of
CFFs that play in favor of automation is that the
interactions are purely non-referential speech. Because the
participants are not co-located, the participants cannot
easily use references to physical objects (landmarks, etc.),
which commonly occurs in human speech (i.e., the FO
cannot say "Do you see the truck south of the road?").
Instead, objects are located via well-defined and
understood means, such as the geometry of points and
angles in space. For example, to refer to a target, the FO
must either know the specific location of the target (e.g.,
using latitude/longitude), or must locate the target
indirectly using geometrical references and an agreed-upon
reference points. This doctrine for locating targets makes
the interactions between FO and FDC much simpler to
capture in a speech-enabled environment.

In training systems that employ IF-Soar agents, a
human trainee (or operator) plays the role of the FO in
charge of submitting CFFs. These calls are made over a
voice interface and converted into a machine-readable
form using a speech-recognition engine and grammar
parser. The IF-Soar agent receiving these calls will then
process the message, make any necessary modifications
or additions to the fire mission, then generate a
doctrinally-correct voice response to the FO.
Once a CFF is completed, IF-Soar agents will carry
out the firing order within the JSAF simulation
environment. To do this, the agent instantiates a series of
munition detonations within the simulation that are
consistent with the parameters of the CFF. The FO can
then use the observed results of those fires to make
adjustment fires based off previous CFFs.
3

Section 4 demonstrates an entire CFF, providing examples
of each of these parameters.

2. IF-SOAR DESIGN
The FDC is responsible for collecting and
processing several different parameters and arguments
that come in the CFF. These include:
• Observer callsign and authentication
• Desired mission-type
• Location of target
• Description of target
• Miscellaneous parameters and options for
engagement (method of engagement/ fire control)
• Adjustment parameters

2.1 Mission Structure
Each new CFF requested by the FO is treated as a
mission by the IF-Soar agent. When a new call comes in, a
mission structure is created that will store all the
information necessary to process and execute it. This
structure includes several important types of information,
including the target’s location and description, the desired
method of engagement, and the type, quantity, and timing
of munitions that are to be delivered to the target.
2.2 Message Handling

Figure 1 illustrates a general system architecture in
which IF-Soar currently operates. In this architecture,
the FO’s CFF is converted from speech to data using a
recognition appliance called SoarSpeak, discussed in
Section 3. The agent processes each call, making
acknowledgments and requests where necessary, and
implements the fire within the JSAF simulation
environment (see Section 2.4).

The primary responsibility of the FDC is to handle
incoming messages, or utterances, from the FO. These
utterances may be a line or portion of a line within a CFF,
or a response to a request or message (e.g., authentication
request). The type of utterance will then determine the
next course of action for the FDC; for example, if the
utterance is the first line of a CFF – the introductory
message from the FO identifying a new fire mission – the
FDC will create a new mission structure and wait to handle
the remaining lines. The utterance may simply be
background noise that must be ignored or may contain
phrases not consistent with any line in the CFF. In this
case, the FDC will either respond back to the FO to request
a repeat of the transmission, or ignore the utterance.
Because the CFF requires multiple lines, a majority of
the utterances received by the FDC from the FO are
intermediate lines that pertain to an active mission. These
lines may include information such as the target’s location
and description or specific engagement options. When the
agent receives utterances of this type, the utterance is
broken down into logical elements and distributed to
various subgoals for further processing.

Fig. 1. IF-Soar system architecture.
IF-Soar agents employ a Forest of Goals approach to
effectively handle and process this information about the
call. In addition to collecting this information, the IFSoar agent is responsible for other tasks that are achieved
using goals. These include:
• Handling incoming calls from the FO and passing
along segments of information from each line in the
CFF to the appropriate handling goal
• Ensuring that the FDC provides the proper
acknowledgments and messages back to the FO
• Calculating firing parameters for the strike
• Setting the appropriate firing parameters within
JSAF and executing the strike
• Adjusting a fire mission in response to an adjustment
call by the FO

2.3 Munition Selection
Another primary responsibility of the FDC is to derive
a firing mission that is consistent with both the requests of
the CFF and the battery and munition resources available.
Typically, FDCs are assigned at the Army company level
and are responsible for assigning fire missions to the
artillery elements available in the battery. The elements
are differentiated not only by their physical location but
also by the amount and type of munitions they can support.
The FDC must consider these factors when processing all
incoming CFFs.
The type of munition chosen for a firing mission is
most often a function of the target description. Larger or
more fortified targets typically imply more explosive
4

munitions. For some mission-types, a specific class of
munitions is inherent. The immediate smoke mission
type, for instance, implies that the firing will involve
some type of smoke munition. As we saw in Section 1,
the FO can also specify a specific munition to use. In
this case, the FDC only needs to select the number of
rounds appropriate for the type of mission specified in
the CFF.

2.4 Executing Fire Missions
After an MTO is delivered to the FO, the IF-Soar
agent then executes the CFF by ordering a timed series of
munition detonations within JSAF. For each firing round,
the agent will set the following parameters:
• Munition type
• Number of shells per round
• Dispersion pattern of shells
• Estimated time of munition flight

Because the FDC does not have an unlimited
selection or amount of munitions on hand, there will
undoubtedly be instances where the most appropriate (or
requested) munition is not available to support the
incoming call. In these cases, the FDC must be able to
choose next-best options as substitutes. In developing
the IF-Soar agent, we collaborated with a team of indirect
fire SMEs. During this process, we were able to generate
a significantly exhaustive table that identifies best-case
munitions and round-numbers for a target-type, with up
to nine substitutes for each target-type. An example of
this is shown in Table 2 for the target description of “less
than five tanks, in the open”:
Priority
1
2
3
4
5
6
7

Name
M483A1
M449A1
M107
M1
M934
M933
M889A1

Type
DPICM
APICM
HE
HE
HE
HE
HE

Once these parameters are set, the FDC will simulate
the firing of one round and acknowledge the shot by
uttering “shot, over.” For each mission type, there is a
default rate for firing. When multiple rounds are required,
the timing is controlled internally by the FDC.

# Rounds
48
48
48
48
36
36
24
Fig. 2. IF-Soar implements an Indirect Fire mission
within JSAF.

Table 2. A prioritized table for munition selection for
“Less than five tanks, in the open.”

2.5 Mission Adjustments

The FDC is typically required to identify the type(s)
of munition chosen for the call within the MTO. If the
FO has requested a specific type of munition that the
FDC cannot support, he will discover this when the MTO
is delivered:

IF-Soar agents also support adjustments to recently
completed missions, used so that the observer can quickly
order a new strike with a new target location measured
relative to the old location.

“three tanks in the open, DPICM, request splash,
authenticate FOXTROT LIMA CHARLIE, over”
“I authenticate BRAVO, out”
“good authentication, out”

The first requirement for adjustments is that the FDC
must know the observer-target-line (OTL), or the angle of
the line connecting the observer to the target, typically
measured in mils. This can be specified by the FO using a
simple interaction:

“foxtrot, APICM, 48 rounds, target delta romeo 4 2 4
0, over”

“direction 4 2 0 0, over”
“direction 4 2 0 0, out”

At this point, the FO can choose to end the mission if
he/she is dissatisfied with the choice of munition:

This line is then used as a frame of reference for each
adjustment. Adjustments can be made in three dimensions:
to the left or right of the OTL, along the OTL (‘add’ or
‘drop’), or in the vertical direction (‘up’ or ‘down’). When
called, these adjustments are measured with respect to the

“end of mission, over”
“end of mission, target delta romeo 4 2 4 0, out”
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target location from the previous call or adjustment and
the OTL.

The result of an accepted utterance (one that is
grammatically correct) is a semantic parse in XML format
that assigns semantic value to the contents of the utterance.
For example, the “alpha 3 romeo 5 1 this is hopper, over”
message would result in the following semantic parse read
by the IF-Soar agent:

When the FDC receives an adjustment call, a new
fire mission is immediately created (with the same
parameters as specified in the previous mission) and
executed, though only one round is fired unless otherwise
specified in the adjustment call:

<you-this-is-me>
<msg-type> introduction </msg-type>
<you> A3R51 </you>
<me> hopper </me>
</you-this-is-me>

[FO observes effects of previous fire mission]
“left 200, add 400, down 100, over”
“left 200, add 400, down 100, out”

The choice of grammar-based recognition over a
statistical language model was due, in part, to the lack of
readily available training data for a statistical model. It was
more pragmatic to work top-down, starting with doctrinal
rules for speech and expanding where required.

[FDC processes new target location and fires]
“shot, over”
“shot, out”
The FO can perform a sequence of adjustment calls,
each based off of the previous call, to iteratively
determine a location that appropriately strikes the
intended target.

Though CFF lines require a strict dialog between the
FO and the FDC, there are several situations where
problems are likely to arise during a typical dialog. The
most common of these situations is where either the FO
misstates an element in the call, or the call is
misinterpreted by the agent. When the FO simply utters
something unintelligible, the statement will be dismissed as
white noise filtered out by the grammar templates. If a
message does fit a template in the grammar but does not
makes sense within the context of the mission, the IF-Soar
agent will simply request the FO to repeat his transmission.

3. SPEECH RECOGNITION AND
DIALOGUE MANAGEMENT
IF-Soar agents handle incoming (and outgoing)
speech using the SoarSpeak appliance, first introduced in
(Jones et al, 2000). SoarSpeak is a collection of systems
that provide text-to-speech (TTS) and speech-to-text
(STT) support for Soar agents that operate within HLA
or DIS-compliant simulation environments. SoarSpeak
generically wraps COTS, STT, and TTS systems to
provide a consistent interface for including speech in an
application. In the case of grammar-based recognition,
SoarSpeak also is capable of generating a semantic parse
on an accepted utterance, rather than just the raw
utterance string.

Another possibility is that the utterance made by the
FO is delivered to the agent, but recognized incorrectly.
An example of this would be if the FO provides a target
description of “three tanks in the open” but the statement
is recorded as “two tanks in the open.” Current limitations
in speech recognition technology make problems such as
these a common occurrence.
To address problems of this type, we take advantage
of the FDC’s requirement to acknowledge each line of the
CFF:

IF-Soar uses grammar-based recognition for
recognizing utterances spoken by the FO trainee. The
following grammar subset illustrates the initial
identification of the FO to the FDC:

“three tanks in the open, over”
“two tanks in the open, out”

<fo> = jaguar01 | joker01 | hopper
<fdc> = A3R51 | B2M46 | H9N34
<you-this-is-me> = <fdc> this is <fo> over

At this point, the FDC will handle correction messages
from the FO that identify the error so that it can quickly be
changed without affecting the mission:

According to this grammar, the forward observer can
be called “jaguar 0 1,” “joker 0 1,” or “hopper.” The
FDC, likewise, can be called “alpha 3 romeo 5 1” among
others.

“CORRECTION, three tanks in the open, over”
“three tanks in the open, out”
As this method is the doctrinally correct procedure for
submitting corrections of CFF lines, it is a natural and
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intuitive solution for curtailing this common speech
interface issue.

and target description, then reports its selection to the
forward observer through a doctrinally correct message.

Another problem that can occur during the CFF is
when lines uttered by the FO are delivered in segments
such that they are recognized as segments or partial
messages. This can occur if the FO speaks too slowly or
stutters, or if he/she needs to otherwise pause before
finishing a line (a common occurrence with trainee FOs).
In this case, the original grammar would simply reject
each segment of the call after hearing dead space
between them:
“three tanks in the open”
Formatted: Indent: Left: 0.25", Hanging:
0.13", Space Before: 3 pt, After: 3 pt

<pause>
“request splash, over”
A similar situation can occur when the FO chooses
to make an in-line correction within an utterance:
“three tanks in the open CORRECTION two tanks in
the open, request splash, over”
To handle these issues, we have expanded the
grammar to support selected partial message segments
that the IF-Soar agent can recognize as components of an
entire line and compile appropriately. To date, the
addition of partial utterances into the grammar is based
on our own heuristics from examples seen in
development and use, rather than on any language
modeling approach. Nevertheless, by extending the
grammar to include logical CFF segments, we have
significantly reduced this problem.

CONCLUSIONS
In this paper we introduced IF-Soar, an intelligent
agent capable of providing FDC support for Forward
Observer training using the SoarSpeak voice interface
and the JSAF simulation environment. Using this
system, FO trainees can practice delivering indirect fire
calls and adjustments individually, without the burden of
other humans providing support roles for that practice.
IF-Soar agents are capable of handling a complete
set of indirect mission types. Operating as autonomous
FDC agents, IF-Soar entities process the target’s location
and description, along with the desired mission type, and
generate an appropriate call for fire to artillery elements
within a simulation. The agent selects the number and
type of munitions according to the given mission type

7

Method of engagement and fire control parameters,
such as ammunition-type and duration of fire, can also be
requested during the mission call. IF-Soar agents store
target locations and descriptions for completed missions
for use in adjustment calls.

improve or reduce training effectiveness? If there is a
performance gap, then what can be done to enhance the
agent to help bridge that gap? We hope to address these
questions through future development and evaluation.

There are a few components within the IF-Soar
system that would benefit from future development and
research.
Partial message handling, for instance,
currently works in IF-Soar using an expanded grammar
and rudimentary dialog management system. In this
system, the agent will collect incoming partial messages
and queue them until the line is completed (with an
‘over’ or an ‘out’). The expanded grammar, however,
only encompasses a subset of the possible utterancesegments for each call. For instance, if the FO breaks in
the middle of a target description or while reading a
number or coordinate, the utterance will not be identified
as a partial message:
“three tanks”
Formatted: Indent: Left: 0.25", Hanging:
0.13", Space Before: 3 pt, After: 3 pt

<pause>
“in the open, request splash, over”
The expansion of the grammar places a heavier
processing burden on the speech recognition engine to
identify valid utterances, which in turn affects the
accuracy of recognition. To address this, we plan to
offload partial message handling from the grammar and
allow the IF-Soar agent to dynamically parse and
decipher arbitrary message fragments using a robust
dialog management system.
Currently, IF-Soar agents make some significant
assumptions when selecting and delivering munitions in
an effort to simplify the algorithm. First, the location of
batteries with respect to a target’s location is ignored –
the agent assumes that all munitions have an unlimited
range and can thus be fired regardless of the distance
they must travel. Because of this, the trajectories the
munitions must travel are also ignored. This is a
complex problem, however, since terrain considerations
are a significant variable when determining proper
trajectories for munition delivery. If a target is sitting on
the down slope of a steep mountain with respect to the
firing battery, for instance, selecting a low or standard
trajectory may not result in a positive hit. Furthermore,
some battery units are limited in terms of the trajectories
they can provide.
Finally, a significant omission from this effort was the
evaluation of IF-Soar in an operational training system:
in what ways does the existence of an automated FDC
8
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